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INTRODUCTION 
 

 

Welcome from Headmaster – Mr John Crowley 

 

St Patrick’s College, Ballarat, enjoys an outstanding reputation for welcoming boarding students into an 

inspiring Catholic residential community. Since 1893, many generations of young men throughout 

Australia have been challenged to reach their full potential, both spiritually and academically, through the 

programs of excellence offered to boarding students at St Patrick’s. 

  

As a College in the Edmund Rice tradition, we seek to bring about a transformation in the hearts and 

minds of all students in order to build a world that is just, compassionate and Gospel focussed.  We 

encourage the boys in our care to develop and use their God-given talents to help bring about this world 

and to make a significant difference to it.  

  

As you read through this publication, I would invite you to consider the many exciting programs made 

available to our boarding students.  We are very proud of our vibrant and caring boarding community, and 

look forward to developing a strong relationship with all families to assist each boy to become confident, 

happy and to make the most of every available opportunity. 

 

 

 

Welcome from Director of Boarding – Mr Mike Silcock 

 

It is my pleasure to welcome all new families who will be joining our boarding community. St Patrick’s 

College is a Catholic school in the Edmund Rice tradition. As such, we are committed to catering for the 

needs of the whole person, to social justice, to the teachings of Jesus as found in the Gospels, to education 

as a means of liberation and being inclusive. Indeed, our diversity is something in which we are most proud 

and something that we celebrate. 

 

The St Patrick’s College boarding experience is underpinned by the importance of community. The 

opportunities to come together as a whole community are truly special occasions and highlight the 

collective nature of support we provide your sons to ensure their experience is unique and enjoyable for 

all. There will be challenges on that journey but my staff and I are committed to providing the highest 

levels of support and in a way that mirrors a traditional family setting. We are determined to offer a safe, 

comfortable, supported environment that ultimately achieves happiness for your sons.  

 

My goal for those boys who graduate from St Patrick’s College as boarders is to join the wider community 

with a holistic success that is underpinned by a variety of pursuits he does - academic, spiritual, sporting, 

cultural and social justice. That he can conduct himself in society in an appropriate manner and value 

traditional family dynamics. 

 

I enjoyed many years as a boarder and reflect upon that time as some of the happiest years of my life. I 

look forward to working in partnership with parents and guardians to provide that same experience for 

your sons. 

 

I hope you enjoy St Patrick’s College Boarding as much as I do. 
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SECTION ONE:  CONTACTS 

 

PRIMARY CONTACTS 
 

Boarding Precinct Office 7am-9am 

     3pm-11pm   03 5322 4414 
 

Director of Boarding  Mike Silcock  0438 095 088 

 

Housemasters   Tamara Westwood  twestwood@stpats.vic.edu.au  

     Ryan Bullock  rbullock@stpats.vic.edu.au 

 

GENERAL CONTACT INFORMATION 

 

Health First Medical Group 

General Practice       03 5331 4341 

 

Ballarat Base Hospital 

Emergency        03 5320 4000 

 

Oak Tree Dental 

Dentist        03 5342 9633 

 

MC Physio 

Physiotherapist        03 5331 9144 

 

Ballarat Airport  

Shuttle Bus        03 5333 4181 

 

 

Ballarat Taxi       131 008 
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SECTION TWO:  SCHOOL ETHOS 

 
Vision  
‘Raising fine boys to the status of great men’. 

 

Mission  
Our Vision will be fulfilled through our commitment to honour the rich traditions which have shaped the 

identity and culture of St Patrick’s College Ballarat:  

 
Our Catholic Faith 

 We provide hope by making Jesus present, through proclaiming, sharing and celebrating our 

Catholic faith. 

 We express our faith through our service of others. 

 We are first and foremost a Catholic school for boys, guided in all that we do by the teachings of 

Jesus of the Gospels.  

 

In the Spirit of Edmund Rice 

 We welcome all boys who wish to honour our tradition, commit themselves to our values and 

contribute to our story. 

 We develop young men who will serve the College and shape society with compassion and justice.  

 We work with, and for the marginalised locally, nationally and internationally. 

 We recognise and celebrate our Indigenous brothers and sisters as the first inhabitants of this land 

and commit to walking with them to close the gap that currently exists between Indigenous and 

non-Indigenous Australians.  

 

Teaching and Learning  

 We provide a holistic, challenging and engaging education that is accessible to all boys and will 

inspire boys to be motivated and informed life long learners.  

 We provide curriculum that is challenging and relevant to the needs of each learner using 

appropriate technology and engaging methodologies informed by good pedagogy. 

 We foster a personal responsibility for learning as a lifetime’s work. 

 We have committed and highly skilled staff who will be professionally skilled, rewarded and 

publicly acknowledged. 

 We provide excellent resources and facilities which enhance learning and teaching.  

 

School Tradition 

 We recognise, respect and build on our St Patrick’s tradition of excellence for boys in a joyful 

celebration of emerging manhood. 

 We recognise and celebrate the Christian Brothers as custodians of this land since 1893.  

 

Pastoral Care  

 We value and nurture the uniqueness of each individual within our community.  

 We provide a school environment where all feel safe and happy. 

 

Communication  

 We recognise the family as the primary educators of our students and collaborate with parents for 

the development of their sons.  

 We communicate effectively with all members of our community of students, staff, parents, clergy 

and Old Collegians and the wider society.  
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Values  
Our vision and mission are underpinned by our community’s commitment to bear witness to the following 

shared values as modelled by Jesus Christ and Edmund Rice:  

 

 Justice – for all  

 Commitment - to personal excellence  

 Respect – for self, others and the environment  

 Responsibility – for ourselves and our living traditions  

 Compassion – for all in our community and those at the margins  

 Honesty – in all dealings 
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SECTION THREE:  PRINCIPLES OF BOARDING 

 

PURPOSE 
Boarding Students are accepted at St Patrick's College for the purpose of providing an educational 

opportunity which would otherwise be denied to them.  Preference for places is given to Catholic boys 

from educationally isolated places. (See Appendix – Boarding Policy) 

 

CONDITIONS FOR BOARDING AT ST PATRICK'S  
Boys coming into the boarding community should understand that the nature of large group living 

inevitably restricts certain aspects of their individual freedom. Boarders could not expect to have the 

same amount of freedom living with a group of 60 to 90 as they would have at home living with a 

group of four or five. 

 

Essential for a successful boarding experience is that a boy wants to board.  Of course, he will suffer 

apprehension, fear of the unknown and temporary homesickness, but in company with his parents, he 

must want to enter into and be helped by the experience of a boarding community. 

 

Membership of any community requires contribution and compromise.  For the St Patrick's College 

boarding community to enjoy harmony and happiness, each member of the community must 

contribute: 

 

Respect 
To every other member of the community whether Staff or Boarder, older or younger. All are seen to 

be integral members of the community, be they Housemasters, GAP Tutors, assistants in the kitchen, 

study, and Boarders themselves. The spirit of respect and co-operation necessary to develop a 

wholesome environment can only be achieved if all recognise the true worth of themselves and all 

other members of the community. 

 

This respect is cultivated when all recognise and endeavour to live out the true Christian values 

espoused by the total St Patrick's College community as stated in the Mission Statement of the 

College. 

 

Rights & Responsibilities 
To Housemasters and to the regulations which are so essential to ensure that such a large community 

runs smoothly. No community, large or small, can function without basic laws which guarantee the 

rights and privileges of each member. 

 

Flexibility and a proper understanding of the spirit of these regulations are most necessary, but it goes 

without saying, that the community will succeed or fail depending on the co-operation of all in this 

regard.  If rules become laws, then fences become walls, and very soon all become confined. The 

boarding community is too large to be compared with a family. However, efforts are to be made to 

make this as near to reality as possible. 

 

The basic principles and aspirations of the family are the model on which the boarding community is 

based.  Thus, as in the family, it is important that certain regular times are kept and permissions are 

sought and received, for example, before leaving the Precinct. Likewise, courtesy demands that 

visitors to the Boarding Precinct are introduced to the Housemaster or Boarding Staff, rooms are kept 

tidy and all have some share in the common responsibilities such as the various chores detailed in the 

Boarding Precinct.  
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Friendliness 
To everyone in the community, as is displayed by cheerful greeting, the interest in others' welfare and 

activities, common courtesy extended to all, and genuine helpfulness. Our community survives, 

develops and grows stronger, in so far as its members respect and support one another. As a 

community, Christian love in its total reality is what should characterise each of us. 

We hope the Boarder will find our boarding community a place where he will want to be, because he 

can find acceptance, tolerance, forgiveness and the challenge to grow in the many aspects of his life. 

 
Trust 

Is essential for the well-being of the whole boarding community.  Trust is twofold.  It concerns the 

staff member’s ability to trust, to rely on the boy to do what he has to do, to keep to regulations and 

to be honest in his dealings with the staff.  It also concerns the Boarder's knowledge that he can rely 

on consistent, understanding care in times of trouble. The Boarder's privacy and confidence must be 

respected.  As difficult as it may appear to be at times, the aim of all encounters must be the Christian 

development of the persons involved. 

 

Another dimension of this principle of boarding community life is the trust that each boarder must be 

able to have for one another. This is a very precious dimension of community living and whilst positive 

steps are constantly made to develop this trust, any breach of the same, must be considered destructive 

to the well-being of the whole community.  

 

However, every normal means of ensuring that one’s belongings are kept secure is to be expected 

from every boarder. Carelessness by the one may mean a temptation to the other. 

 

Involvement 
Boarding life provides also, the opportunity to engage in a whole range of extra-curricular activities. 

The range of sports, extra-curricular activities and facilities available at St Patrick’s is excellent. It is 

expected that all will become involved in several sports/activities irrespective of previous experience 

or skills. 

 

Involvement in active sports and/or other activities is found to balance school life and contribute to 

academic success.  Participation in the band, drama and musicals, debating and other extra-curricular 

activities is also encouraged. The Social Justice Program enables visitation of the sick and elderly of 

Ballarat, as well as providing religious formation. Boarders are encouraged to become active members 

and to help the under-privileged in many other ways, such as participation, as leaders, in the Edmund 

Rice Camps and the like. 

 

Religion 
St Patrick's College is a Catholic school where respect for things Catholic is taken for granted, where 

Religious Education is accorded priority in the curriculum, and where prayer and the celebration of the 

Eucharist are focal points of life. All in the boarding community have a special chance to participate 

more fully in these celebrations. 

 

Boarders who are not Catholic should not feel under any special pressure. However, in accepting the 

invitation to enrol at St Patrick's, each does so knowing the Catholic Ethos of the school.  Each 

Boarder is expected to be able to accept the basic Christian background life at St Patrick's College. He 

is, therefore, expected to participate in the regular celebration of the Eucharist and other devotional 

practices. One recognises that many are still searching to find the real meaning of their lives and St 

Patrick's College offers a supportive environment for such development. 
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Endeavour 
Schools are for learning and the boarding community exists to enable those, who, for one reason or 

another, find that they are isolated from educational opportunities; offering them an environment in 

which to develop their talents to the full - religiously, academically, socially and culturally. Hence it is 

expected that anyone who enters the boarding community, does so of his own free will.  It can be 

rightfully expected then, that he will give his best in all areas of learning and not waste opportunities 

that are provided at high human and financial coSt Attention in class and dedication to study are 

indispensable means to achieving success.  

 

Continuation 
Parents must be able to be assured that they are entrusting their sons into a stable and sustaining 

environment, hence the following is to be clearly understood.  New and continuing enrolments will be 

accepted according to the criteria that students can be reasonably expected to contribute well to the 

harmony, co-operation and spirit of the boarding community. 

 

Boarders living in this environment under duress cannot be expected to be able to participate willingly 

and wholeheartedly in the life of the boarding community. It is becoming more and more obvious that 

for this type of living to succeed, the Boarder must want to be part of it. 

 

Homesickness will occur; this, however, is not the unhappiness referred to.  Indeed, homesickness 

may occur several times or even often, especially with the young and/or during early days.  The 

unhappiness referred to is born of a real desire not to be in the boarding situation.  In other words, it is 

firmly believed that boarding will only succeed if the Boarder himself really wants it.  He must be a 

volunteer rather than a conscript. 

 

It should be understood that a Boarder who does not wish to remain in Boarding, or one who 

frequently creates problems for staff due to non-acceptance of directions or procedures, would have 

his enrolment reviewed in partnership with parents and/or guardians. 

 

Obviously the common good of the total boarding community must be considered, and any decision 

arrived at concerning non-continuation of a Boarder would have this in mind. 

 

COURTESY, CO-OPERATION AND BEHAVIOUR 
The success and happiness of the boarding community depends on the courtesy and co-operation of all 

members of that community.  These courtesies should be extended to staff and fellow Boarders alike.                                      

    

The use of boys' Christian names is expected.  The use of nicknames and/or surnames is to be actively 

discouraged.  Housemasters are encouraged to insist on this. 

 

When addressing each other, boarders are to use Christian names.  When addressing staff, titles such 

as "Mr. Smith” and "Mrs. Smith", etc are to be used.   

    

All are encouraged to lend a hand whenever possible; open doors for others; and generally to be 

friendly, open and co-operative.  

    

When in a public place, Boarders should be aware that they are under public scrutiny and their action 

and words will reflect not only on themselves, but on every member of the College.  

 

College rules prohibit smoking and the use of alcohol or drugs.  A breach of discipline in this area is 

regarded very seriously. (See Appendix – Drug Policy) 
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Bullying, fighting and loud, aggressive behaviour are not accepted and, will result in an appropriate 

consequence as outlined in the ‘Boarding Behavioural Pyramid’. 

 

Non-acceptance or defiance of staff directions by a Boarder will not be tolerated; any repeated 

offences would be referred to the Deputy Headmaster – Wellbeing for review. 

 

Consideration For Others 
Boys arising early are to be considerate of others and not allow doors to slam or make other 

disturbing noises. 

 

Senior boys continuing their study later than others are to do so with permission and are to be aware 

that all others are asleep. 

 

Respect for each other’s need for ‘space’ and personal property is important. 
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SECTION FOUR:  AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY 

 

 
THE HEADMASTER 

The Headmaster has the ultimate duty of care for each boy whilst he is enrolled as a Boarder at the 

College.  This time includes travelling to and from the College on EXEAT Weekends. Housemasters 

and other boarding staff, share this responsibility. 

 

 
DEPUTY HEADMASTER – WELLBEING 

Serious offences committed by boarders will be notified to the Deputy Headmaster, and where 

necessary, referred for disciplinary action by the Director of Boarding. 

 

 
DIRECTOR OF BOARDING 

The Director of Boarding is responsible for the administration of the boarding community. 

 

He/she assists in the enrolment processes and is directly responsible to the Headmaster and to the 

parents for the overall Pastoral Care of all boarders. 

 

The Director liaises with teachers regarding the performance, behaviour and well-being of Boarders as 

students within the college. 

 

He/she is responsible for the day-to-day arrangements and overall routine.  Under the Headmaster, 

he/she is responsible to the parents for the “Duty of Care” which is maintained within the community. 

 

The Director also advises the Headmaster on the creation and maintenance of Boarding Policies. 

 

He/she is responsible for the oversight of EXEATS, Leave Arrangements, Boarding Precinct Lists, 

security of the Boarding Precinct during term time and other administrative details. 

 

To him/her is delegated responsibility for the day to day running of the boarding community and the 

immediate care of the Boarders.  This is seen to include the areas of supervision rosters, residential 

placement, conduct of students as boarders, and coordination of the boarding community program. 

 

Parents should address requests for special leave, etc to the Director of Boarding. 

 

 
HOUSEMASTERS 

In charge of the Boarding Precinct are the Housemasters. They are charged with the day to day care 

of boys in the Boarding Precinct. Parents should direct their queries to them concerning their son's 

welfare.  It is hoped that parents meet the Housemaster and the Director of Boarding at the 

commencement of each term when they bring their son/s to the College, and on other appropriate 

occasions. 

 

All Boarding Staff, particularly Housemasters, by their interest, concern and care for the boys, try to 

establish a friendly rapport which will have an uplifting and beneficial effect on the boys.  They try to 

know the boys well and be conscious of changes in patterns of behaviour. 

 

Housemasters, under the guidance of the Director of Boarding, should act with a common approach 

to residential care and supervision, ensuring a unity of purpose which will be evident to all and 

successfully influential on the boys. 
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As boys are led through their various stages of development, Housemasters will encourage acceptance 

of responsibility, respect for self and others and the like as essential ingredients of mutual truSt 

 

Senior Boarders may receive greater measures of freedom which can be expected to be balanced with 

the display of more responsible leadership. 

 

Housemasters are assisted in their duties by GAP Tutors who work on a roster system to help with 

transportation, the supervision of study, meals, recreation etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 



SECTION FIVE:  BOARDING STAFF STRUCTURE 

 
 

 

 
Head 

Headmaster 

Deputy Headmaster - Wellbeing 

Director of Boarding 

Housemasters 

Senior GAP Tutors 

GAP Tutors 
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SECTION SIX:  MEDICAL 

 
MEDICAL PROCEDURE 
St Patrick’s College has both a legal and moral obligation to provide an environment which is safe for all 

who enter the College property.  St Patrick’s College is committed to maintaining a safe environment for 

all in its community. This obligation is enshrined in the College’s Occupational Health and Safety Policy 

(OH&S). 

St Patrick’s College further has a responsibility to provide adequate First Aid facilities, practices and 

procedures in the event of a member of its community sustaining an injury or illness. 

 

On a College weekday, if a Boarding student is displaying symptoms of illness in the morning, 

Housemasters are instructed to send the student to the College First Aid room. Boarding students are 

asked to take themselves to First Aid if they become ill during the day. Contact is then made with the 

Director of Boarding, who will then assess and in consultation with the Housemasters, Boarder and their 

family, where appropriate, determine the best course of action. If it is decided that the student requires bed 

rest, they will be supervised in the medical facility within the Edmund Rice Centre. At the conclusion of the 

school day, they will be returned to the Boarding Precinct under the supervision of the Housemaster.  

 
In the case where a Boarder’s symptoms are more severe, a same day appointment will be organised with 

Dr Paul Tuohey at the Health First Medical Centre in Doveton Street, Ballarat. The Boarder will be 

accompanied to their appointment to ensure that the diagnosis and treatment is understood. The 

Housemasters will be notified of the treatment required so that it is correctly administered and will ensure 

that the family is made aware of the diagnosis and subsequent treatment.  

 

The indiscriminate use of pain killers such as Panadol, etc by the Boarders independent of the knowledge 

of the Housemasters is actively discouraged. All medicines taken by individual boarders are to be known 

so that an accurate record of quantities and timing is maintained. On no account will a Boarder give any of 

his fellow Boarders any medicine whatsoever. Panadol etc will only be administered once parental consent 

has been received.      

 

If illness or injury occurs during the evening or weekend, the Housemaster on duty, with consultation with 

the Boarder and family, where appropriate, will determine the best course of action. If necessary, the 

Boarder will be cared for and closely monitored in the Boarding Precinct Medical Bay. 

 

All appointments including Doctor, Physiotherapy and Orthodontists can be made through the Director of 

Boarding, Housemasters or College Administration. If an appointment needs to be made externally in 

Ballarat, it is necessary that the Housemasters are notified of the date and time so that appropriate 

transport to and from the appointment can be arranged. If possible, appointments will be made before or 

after class times to minimise the impact on the Boarders’ teaching and learning time. 
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DUTY STAFF 
Boarding Duty Staff work to an organised roster programme. 

 

They are responsible for the oversight of all Boarders and property security.  They should be the focus 

for any parent/visitor/boarder enquiry after school hours or weekends. 

 

LEADERSHIP (See Appendix – Student Leadership Policy and Boarding Leadership Position Description) 

Boarding life encourages boarders to develop leadership skills and a sense of responsibility for 

themselves and others. 

 

Boarding student leaders in particular take a significant role in the daily running of the Boarding 

Precinct and wider boarding community. They are given limited authority under close staff supervision 

to assist them in maintaining good order. 

 

All Boarders are given opportunities to demonstrate their leadership skills in both formal and informal 

ways. Through leadership of co-curricular teams, house activities, meetings, the celebration of our 

faith and social justice initiatives, a sense of responsibility is fostered and leadership is developed in the 

boarding community. 

 

Our Year12 Boarders’ are afforded certain privileges in keeping with a recognition of the 

responsibility expected of them in their final year. These are determined on an annual basis.  

 

BOARDERS’ COUNCIL 
A Boarders’ Council, made up of the student leaders of the Boarding Precinct, Year 11 Boarding 

prefects and Boarding year level representatives meet during the term. This council is chaired by the 

Captain of Boarding. 

 

The purpose of this council is to allow the Boarders the opportunity to voice their questions, approval 

or concerns with all matters that affect the boarding community.  

 

BOARDERS’ REPORTS 
These are compiled at the end of Terms 2 and 4 for all Boarders and are an overall reflection of the 

boys’ academic and behavioural performance within Boarding.  The Housemasters may wish to 

discuss with the boarder the contents of the report at the time of its compilation.  These reports are 

made available to parents (or guardians) in the same manner as the academic reports. 

 

BOARDER 
Fulltime Boarding 

The majority of boys in residence at St Patrick's College are Full-time Boarders. They arrive each term 

on the day prior to the commencement of classes and return home on the day classes finish. 

 

During each term, normally corresponding to a gazetted long Weekend, the Boarders return home for 

what is known as a Boarders’ EXEAT Weekend.  Special trips home may be made following 

procedures outlined later in this handbook. (See page 22) 

 

However, it is usually expected that these Boarders will be in residence and under the direct care of 

the College for all of each term. 

 

Prolonged illness or recovery from an operation may necessitate the boy's absence from St Patrick's 

and in the care of his family. 
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Weekly Boarding 
Some students at the College who live a significant distance from the College, necessitating much 

travel to and from school each day, may be Weekly Boarders. These boys participate in all activities of 

the boarding community during the school week. 

 

On Friday they leave for home after school, using either the school buses, which service their home 

area, public transport or privately arranged transport. 

 

They are encouraged to return in time for Sunday Mass (5pm) but many will not return until College 

starts on Monday morning. 

 

Flexi Boarding 
Provision can be made, under special circumstances, for example, parents absent overseas or sporting 

commitments, for a student to become a Boarder for a specified time. Under such arrangements, the 

student would be expected to participate fully in the day to day activities of the boarding community. 

This arrangement should also be considered for College Students wishing to access the greater 

opportunities afforded to our Boarders outside of the standard college day. 

 

Overseas Boarders 
Parents/guardians are required to provide all relevant details which may assist in determining 

allocation to a particular year level. 

 

Visa applications should state the requirement for entry to Australia for the anticipated total period of 

time a Boarder would need to spend in order to complete his formal secondary education at St 

Patrick’s. 

 

It is most important that full details pertaining to a boy’s formal guardian in Australia be provided with 

an application for Boarding. 

 

Regular telephone/email contact between parents and the Director of Boarding or Housemasters are 

welcomed and encouraged. 

 

Overseas Boarders must secure their passports, airline tickets etc with either their guardian, the 

Director of Boarding and/or Housemasters.  These valuable documents must not be held by Boarders 

in residence. 
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SECTION SEVEN:  RESIDENCES/FACILITIES 

 

PROCEDURES 
The Boarding Precinct becomes the centre of the boys’ living, while away from home.  Each boy 

should make his basic behaviour, thoughtfulness and consideration for all others involved within the 

residence. 

 

Good standards in manners, language and tidiness are required at all times, along with a positive and 

uncomplaining attitude towards school life.  

 

Personal organization is necessary to ensure that timings applicable to the Boarders’ Schedule are 

adhered to by all. 

 

* Strict silence is to be maintained from after lights-out until wake up next morning. 

* Beds must be made immediately before breakfast each morning.  Personal doonas must be neatly 

spread. 

* Due care is expected for all furniture, fittings, and equipment in the Boarding Precinct.  Boarders will 

be held accountable for any wilful damage to furniture, fittings or other boarder's property. 

* Boarders are expected to learn the correct ways of caring for their clothes.  Consequently, it is 

expected that the Boarder will hang his clothes neatly, place soiled clothing out of sight in an 

appropriate container and take proper care of his footwear. 

* No wrestling, pushing, running or ball sports within the Boarding Precinct is permitted. 

* No hot food or drink should be consumed in individual rooms. 

* The Boarding Precinct is out of bounds during school hours and during other times when locked by 

Boarding Staff. 

* After school all Boarders are encouraged to be engaged, weather permitting, in some outdoor activity. 

Permissions should be obtained at the specified times, as organised by the Housemasters. 

* At the end of the year, Boarders should remove all personal items from lockers and storage areas. 

* No leave from the Boarding Precinct will be allowed after dinner. Year 12s may visit the IGA with 

permission from the Housemasters after the leave curfew. 

* If belongings are left on top of wardrobes or shelving, they shall be left in such a way that the area is 

not unsightly nor will it cause difficulties for people cleaning the area.  The Housemasters will decide 

with the boarders in the Boarding Precinct what is acceptable and what is not. There will be 

consequences for those who leave their area in an unsightly condition. 

* Any posters or pictures displayed are to be such as not to give offence to anyone.  In particular, care 

must be taken that standards are not lowered. The Director or Housemasters will, at any time, remove 

material they consider inappropriate. 

 

CARE OF FACILITIES 
College property and facilities are to be cared for and maintained.  Any instances of abuse or 

vandalism will be acted on.  Where careless or wilful damage results in expense, this shall be billed to 

the Boarder. (See Appendix – Care of College Property Policy) 

      

O’MALLEY SPORTS CENTRE 
Boarders are encouraged to use this facility after school and at other times when it is opened for use.  

However, because of the special coating on the floor and the special fixtures set within the Centre, all 

are expected to use common sense in their games. 

 

All are to wear appropriate footwear. It is exceedingly dangerous, and therefore not permitted, to run 

around bare-footed. 

 

The unauthorised kicking of footballs, basketballs and the like is not permitted. 
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All gym stores and equipment used are distributed by the boarding staff in charge. Due care is to be 

taken and all equipment is to be returned to its correct location after use. 

 

Misbehaviour by any of the boys will result in the temporary expulsion of the offenders from the gym, 

with appropriate follow-up action taking place. 

 

O’MALLEY SPORTS CENTRE 
Ball Abuse 
(In particular, kicking of footballs and/or basketballs) 

1. All kicking of Basketballs is banned completely. 

2. Footballs are to be used in the Centre only under the direct supervision of boarding staff. 

 Even in organised training and/or games no full-length kicking is permitted.  Deliberate abuse of the 

direction will occasion a consequence. 

 Unauthorised kicking of footballs and/or any other balls will have consequences. 

 Damage caused to fittings (including Scoreboards) by the disregarding of the above will be regarded 

as wilful and culprits will be expected to pay any expense occasioned in the repairs. 

 

USE OF MAIN OVAL 
At times, because of wicket preparation, inclement weather etc., the kicking of footballs or playing on 

the Main Oval is not permitted. Notice will be given. In general, other ovals would then be utilised. 

 

USE OF CHAPEL COURT, FRONT LAWNS ETC 
The playing of games in areas such as Chapel Court, the front lawn, the garden around McCann is not 

acceptable. 

 

USE OF INDOOR ASSEMBLY/TUCKSHOP AREA 
Ball games of any kind are forbidden due to safety considerations.  ‘Down ball’ is not permitted. 

 

A food bar and drink machine are located in this area. 

 

FOOTPATH USE 
Paths are to be used rather than shortcuts across the lawns. 

 

ENTRY - EXIT POINTS - OUT OF BOUNDS AREAS 
The authorised access points to the College are: 

The O'Shea Gates 

Front Entrance Gates 

Alfred Street Entrances 

Workshop Gates 

Entry/Exit by students by any other location or means is a breach of regulations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Rooms or Residences Occupied By Housemasters and Boarding Staff are “Out of Bounds” for  

All Boarders. 

All Residences are designated “Out of Bounds” to all students during school times unless the Boarder 

has the express permission of the Housemaster or Boarding Staff in writing; or is given authorisation 

by the Director of Boarding. 
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Areas within the school building are “Out of Bounds” during non-school times.  Other areas such as 

the Grandstand may be designated “Out of Bounds” either temporarily or permanently as may be 

required.  All roof areas are “Out of Bounds”. 

 

TIDINESS IN THE BOARDING PRECINCT 
Boys are expected to maintain the Boarding Precinct in a clean and tidy condition. 

 

Housemasters may devise a system whereby a constant check is made on the tidiness of the Boarders’. 

Consequences could be given for gross untidiness or continued lack of co-operation.  At the same 

time, it is understood that boarders need to be affirmed for their co-operation, neatness etc.  Beds are 

to be made up neatly each morning. 

 

Housekeepers are directed not to pick up after boys, or clean an area which is left grossly untidy.  As 

at home, we would hope to continue the education necessary in these areas.  

  

BED LINEN 
Sheets/pillow slips/doona covers are changed fortnightly. 

 

HOUSE SECURITY 
The Boarding Precinct is locked whilst the Boarders are absent at school or elsewhere. The Boarding 

Precinct is alarmed of an evening by the duty staff member.  

 

Visitors to the Boarding Precinct should be known by the Housemasters or Boarding Staff. It is 

important that a Boarder introduce his visitor(s) to his Housemasters/boarding staff member upon 

their arrival. 

 

People who are not Boarders are required to give a reason for their presence. This is especially 

important when not many Boarders are around. Visitors are encouraged but must remain in the 

common areas. At no stage should visitors be in bedrooms. 

 

Boarders are encouraged to keep their wardrobes and draws locked at all times and to remove from 

easy view any article which might be at risk. 

 

SECURITY OF MONEY AND VALUABLES 
Boarders should not be in possession of large sums of money at any time. 

 

Valuable items should be carefully stored by the Boarders, in their lockable areas 

 

Theft or wilful damage to, or interference with, another's lockable areas or property is regarded as a 

serious breach of the trust which is necessary in such a system, and will be treated accordingly.  

However, Boarders must accept responsibility for any loss of money or loss of or damage to valuables 

at the College. 

 

Parents are encouraged to investigate whether or not personal insurance should be taken out on such 

things as computers and the like. 

 

Should a Boarder choose to leave money or valuables around unsecured, the College will take no 

responsibility. 

 

Bankcard, MyKi or Credit Card and any relevant “pin number” must be properly secured at all times.  

Boarders must be alert to security matters and any loss or suspicion reported to Housemasters or 

Director of Boarding. 
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Bags, books, sports clothing or equipment should not be left unsecured in the school area. 

 

SAFETY 
Boarders’ safety is our paramount concern, and it is most important that common sense and a mature 

approach by boarders are exhibited at all times. 

 

Care must be exercised when in the vicinity of glassed areas.  Ball games of any kind are banned in all 

areas except on ovals, the gymnasium and tennis courts areas. 

 

Possession of matches, gas or fuel lighters are banned. 

 

Care is to be exercised in the Boarding Precinct when using electrical appliances.  Housemasters must 

be immediately advised of any fault which may be discovered in the Boarding Precinct.  Boarders are 

not to attempt to rectify any electrical problem. 

 

Appropriate footwear to be worn in the Boarding Precinct and common areas at all times. 

 

Helmets must be worn when riding bicycles.   

 

Climbing on to any roofline is dangerous and is not permitted at any time. 

 

When travelling in College vehicles, boarders are to be seated, with seatbelts fastened, at all times 

whilst vehicles are moving.  Vehicle driver/supervisor is responsible for all passengers and instructions 

issued must be followed at all times. 
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SECTION EIGHT:  DRESS 

 

CLOTHING 
Boarders are required to have College Uniform, proper sports attire and appropriate casual wear. A 

clothing list is supplied. Towels also need to be brought. All items of clothing and towels are to be 

clearly marked using proper name tapes.  The College supplies a fitted bed sheet. 

 

Outside of school hours neat and appropriate casual clothing is worn.  Footwear is always required to 

be worn.  On Sunday and in the dining room a better standard of dress (no singlets / no thongs) is 

expected for the celebration of the Eucharist and Dinner. 

 

CARE 
The Housekeeper team are able to make simple alterations or there are several business’ in Ballarat. 

 

COLLEGE UNIFORM 
Navy suit, white shirt, SPC tie, College pullover and regulation black lace-up shoes (Boots, suede or 

skate shoes are not acceptable). 

* During hot weather Term 1 and Term 4, the concession is made of deleting the suit coat but only 

following instruction from the Deputy Headmaster - Wellbeing. 

* Navy uniform shorts, with the College socks, are permitted during Term 1 and Term 4. 

* In wet weather, the student may wear the College Spray Jacket over the suitcoat. 

* White T-shirts or singlets, and not coloured or printed, may be worn under the shirt. 

* All articles of clothing are to be clearly marked. 

* The College cap is an optional part of the uniform but compulsory during PE sessions in Term 1 and 

Term 4.  

 

Supplier 
The College supplies all new items of uniform from its Clothing Shop located off the front foyer. 

 

Opening Hours are Mon – Fri, 8.15am to 3.45pm.  

The College Shop can be contacted directly on (03) 5322 4313. 

 

PHYSICAL EDUCATION UNIFORM 
For use in all Year 7 – 10 Physical Education and timetabled Sports classes and by representative 

teams in junior and intermediate tennis, badminton, squash, table tennis, volleyball, hockey and soccer, 

athletics, cross country and Lap of the Lake.  This uniform will also be worn by students undertaking 

VCE Physical Education during their practical classes. 

 

Navy shorts with side pockets and a draw string waist, Navy Polo shirt with College crest 

embossed, Navy track suit pants. The College rugby jumper is worn as the outer garment during 

Winter. 

 

This sports uniform is only available directly through the College Shop. 

 

Appropriate football and cricket attire is expected to be worn in all College representative teams in 

these sports. 
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ADDITIONAL CLOTHING REQUIREMENTS 
The following is required in addition to Boarder's clothing.  

* A second pair of school trousers 

* Casual clothes for after school hours 

* Casual clothes for occasional wear; trousers other than jeans and casual shirts with collar  

* Alternative shoes 

* Sports Clothes for football, tennis, etc. 

* Towels (4) 

* White shirts (5) 

* Underwear 

* Pyjamas (3) 

* Socks (8 pair) 

* Dressing Gown (optional) 

* Toilet Accessories 

* Shoe Polish  

* Coat Hangers and Laundry Bag 

* Desk lamp (optional) 

 

All articles of clothing are to be clearly marked in a manner that they can be quickly identified. 

 
NEAT CASUAL CLOTHES 

Given that Mass is our most important group prayer for the week and our act of worship of our God, 

we ought to dress accordingly.  Hence, Boarders are required to dress in neat casuals for this and 

other appropriate occasions. 

 

 Neat casuals normally would mean: 

* Clean casual shirt with collar dress trousers or dress shorts (no work trousers, football, athletic or 

tennis shorts). 

* Good casual shoes (no thongs).  

 
LAUNDRY 

Personal laundry is done in the Boarding Precinct by the Housekeepers and/or the Boarders 

themselves.  The provision of legible name tapes attached to each article of clothing is most necessary.  

This service is returned on the same day to the Boarders’ allocated laundry pigeon hole.  

  

Permission may be given for special articles of clothing to be dry cleaned on certain occasions.  

 

An objective of the Boarders' participation in the laundry and similar chores is to help to train them in 

ordinary day to day living skills and not to be dependent all the time on others. 

* Washing and drying machines are available for Boarders’ use after hours. 

* Clothing should be spun dry before attempting to place in a dryer. 

 

EARRINGS, STUDS, TATTOOS, FACIAL HAIR 
Boarders are NOT to wear earrings or studs at any time when at the College, or off property when 

dressed in College uniform. Boarders are not to have tattoos. If a Boarder has for cultural reasons, a 

tattoo, this must be covered when in College uniform. Boarders should remain clean shaven at all 

times. 
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SECTION NINE:  PRAYER AND WORSHIP 

 

The boarding community celebrates Mass each weekend. All Boarders are expected to participate to 

their ability in the singing and playing of music at Mass. All are particularly encouraged to participate 

in aspects of the Mass when it is held in the College Chapel as organised by the Mission Team. 

 

Boys are encouraged to actively participate in the celebration of the central act of our Catholic 

worship. Parents and friends are always very welcome to join us for Mass, celebrated at 5pm on 

Sunday evening at St Patrick’s Cathedral in Ballarat. It might be wise to check the relevant time when 

about to visit. 

 

The specific Catholic nature of the College enables the boarding community to be given opportunities 

of calling to mind the presence of God in their lives.  Grace before meals is recited in common at the 

major meal of the day. 

 

Grace  

In the name of the Father, Son and Holy Spirit 

Amen 

Blessed our Lord for the gifts we are about to receive through Christ Our Lord 

Amen 

In the name of the Father, Son and Holy Spirit 

Amen 

 

The Chaplain to the College is available for the boarders. 

 

Membership of the St Vincent De Paul Society is encouraged.  

 

CHAPEL 
A proper sense of decorum and reverence is to be expected of all. 

 

Our non-Catholic Boarders are to present for all activities and prayers held in the Chapel. However, 

Housemasters will instruct these gentlemen regarding Church regulations with respect to the receiving 

of Communion etc. 

 

The matter of suitable dress for the official Mass for the week needs great sensitivity. In short, the 

Boarders are encouraged to dress for this occasion as they would be expected to dress for a similar 

occasion at home. 

 

The Boarders may also attend the Liturgy at the Cathedral or other parish Churches.  Full 

participation in the Liturgy will be encouraged through involvement in the singing and as coordinated 

by our Mission Team. 
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SECTION TEN:  ABSENCE FROM THE COLLEGE 

 

REACH BOARDING SOFTWARE 
REACH Boarding Software is an electronic leave system which enables parents to log leave requests 

remotely. Each parent/guardian is issued with a unique log on that enables them to create leave 

requests for their son as well as track their leave history at any time. 

 

PERMISSION 
Boarders may not leave the College property without permission from the Housemaster or his 

delegate.  To do so is regarded as a serious breach of the trust necessary for boarding at St Patrick's 

College and may necessitate a review of the boy’s status as a Boarder. 

 

Names and details of the excursion are to be recorded via REACH Boarding Software. Each Boarder 

is responsible for providing times/dates/host details accurately, including a current phone number 

which hosts can be contacted on. 

 

As at home, so also in this situation, it is most important that those who carry the responsibility for the 

physical, emotional and spiritual safety of the young people, know of their whereabouts at any specific 

time of night or day. 

 

Permission for leave will not be granted without acceptance of the College’s Boarders’ Condition of 

Leave document. This is done with every leave request lodged. (See Appendix – Conditions of Leave 

Policy) 

 

OVERNIGHT 
For any overnight absence from the College the parents must make a personal lodge for leave request 

via REACH Boarding Software to reach either the Director of Boarding or Housemasters no later 

than the Wednesday afternoon before the weekend in question. 

 

Such requests should contain accurate information so that Housemasters, catering staff, etc can be 

informed of absences in advance. Only the Director of Boarding, in conjunction with the 

Housemasters, can give permission for overnight absence including extra weekends at home or late 

returns. 

 

The permission is usually given for the Boarder to stay with members of his own immediate family. 

Permissions to stay overnight to attend parties in or around Ballarat will only be given after careful 

consideration, on a case-by-case basis. In the case where a Boarder has permission to stay with a 

non-family member then the duty Housemaster will periodically check-in with that family to ensure the 

Boarder’s continued wellbeing. 

 

Leave will commence when the parent/guardian collects the Boarder from the College and liaises with 

the Housemaster. If the Boarder is using public transportation, then a call to the Housemaster must be 

made by the parent/guardian upon the Boarder’s arrival.  

 

It should be noted that the first approach for leave is always via REACH Boarding Software. Special 

activities within the College which require the Boarders' attendance for all or part of the weekend in 

question may influence any permission to be given. It is unlikely that the request will not be granted. 

However, all things will need to be considered. 

 

The College reserves the right to cancel any leave at their discretion.  

 

Normally, students are expected back in residence by Sunday evening to celebrate Mass. 
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Courtesy would require a Boarder to inform the Housemasters well in advance, should the event be 

known, so that suitable arrangements can be made. 

 

DAY 
For a day outing the Housemaster gives permission and the student must ensure that his absence is 

known to those on duty at the time. This will normally be carried out by entering the details into 

REACH Boarding Software. Boarders are asked to check in periodically to the Housemaster on duty 

if day leave exceeds two hours. 

 

If the Boarder requests to go out with anyone other than the members of his immediate family, the 

Housemaster will check to see if the person intending to take the Boarder out has been approved by 

his Parents and/or guardians on the REACH system.  Boarders may not go out with anyone not 

approved by their parents and/or guardians. 

 

SHOPS 
Should Boarders wish to visit shops in Ballarat, permission is to be requested of the Housemasters. 

Boarders are to be back at the College by 5.00pm, Monday to Thursday and 5.45pm on Friday and 

weekends. 

 

On weekends, the Housemasters are to be kept informed of Boarders leaving the Boarding Precinct 

for whatever reason. REACH Boarding Software is used to record this information. The 

Housemasters must be able to account for all Boarders at any particular time. 

 

COLLEGE ACTIVITIES 
Boarders involved in a College activity, such as the Band, Drama, Sport, Public Speaking, Boatrace 

Day and the like, would not normally be given permission to be absent from the College during an 

activity involving that particular group.  Important family occasions could be exceptions. 

 

ABSENCES IN GENERAL 
All requests for absence from school, except in the case of family emergency, will be determined by 

the Director of Boarding and in conjunction with Directors of School and the Deputy Headmaster - 

Wellbeing. 

 

Parents will appreciate that co-ordination between Boarding and school is necessary and therefore any 

decision would be made by both school authorities and the Director of Boarding. 

 

The College calendar is carefully arranged each year to accommodate the wide range of activities and 

classes which are part of the College curriculum and an integral part of the Boarder's total education.  

Parents should not request absences for holidays outside of the official holiday times.  This creates 

many difficulties especially in the final weeks of term. 

 

It is equally unfair for a parent or student to pressure the staff to break the law.  Permission will not be 

given to attend licensed premises or private parties in such premises. 

 

Even the very small percentage of students over 18 years of age must accept that fairness to all in the 

boarding community precludes them from exercising their legal rights in term time.  Permission will 

only be given after careful consideration for attendance at any private outside celebration after College 

functions such as Boat Race, Valedictory Dinner etc. 
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TRAVEL WITH PARENTS 
While the College provides some transport to and from the College for Leave, EXEATS and at the 

end of Terms 1, 2 and 3, it is hoped that parents, where possible, personally bring their sons to the 

College at the commencement of each term and take them home at the conclusion of Term 4.  

 

On these occasions Boarding Staff are available; and all College offices are open.  At the end of Terms 

1 and 3, there are boarding specific Parent/Teacher interviews. 

 

Where parents wish to discuss a matter of particular importance, whether of residential or academic 

nature, a prior appointment with particular staff members is desirable. 

 

EXEATS 
EXEAT weekends are scheduled as close as possible to the half way period of each of the four terms. 

Their purpose is to help to maintain proper family ties and to avert homesickness and also to provide 

an essential break for Boarding Staff. 

 

Where a boy is invited to stay with another during an EXEAT period, parents of both parties are 

required to notify the Director of Boarding or Housemasters in advance. 

 

Our Boarding Staff will help coordinate the EXEAT leave of our indigenous Boarders in conjunction 

with the Director of Boarding. In some cases, College Staff will reside in the boarding house for those 

with no plans. 

 

It is, therefore, presumed that Boarders will always travel to their homes on EXEATS by way of 

public transport or with their respective parents and/or guardians. 

 

It is to be understood that all Boarders will be absent from the College throughout the whole EXEAT 

weekend until 5 pm on the Monday. All Boarders (except weekly and/or flexi) must be in residence by 

9.00pm. 
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SECTION ELEVEN:  COLLEGE DINING ROOM 

 

Meals provided are both very adequate and of good quality.  The Catering Staff are assisted by Boarders 

the general cleaning of the dining room. Each boy is responsible for their own crockery at the completion 

of a meal, and each boy will take his turn of assisting with the cleaning of the dining room after each meal. 

 

A prayer is said before each evening meal. 

 

MEAL SERVICE TIMES 
Monday – Friday 

Breakfast   7.45am-8.30am 

Recess    Taken in College – collected after breakfast 

Lunch    As per school timetable 

Dinner    6.00pm 

 

 

Weekends 

Saturday Brunch  10.30am – 12.30pm 

Saturday Dinner  6.00pm 

 

Sunday Breakfast  9.00am 

Sunday Lunch   12 noon 

Sunday Dinner   6.00pm 

 

It is expected that all Boarders in residence over the weekend attend the scheduled meal times. 

If a Boarder is unable to attend a meal service due to other commitments a packed lunch or late meal will 

be provided for him. He will need to notify the Housemasters of his requirements by providing a late meal 

request. Meals are left in the dining room and can be collected at the conclusion of study. 

 

Boys responsible for cleaning are not to leave the dining room until the Boarding Staff on duty are satisfied 

that their tasks have been satisfactorily completed. 

 

It is the responsibility of the Boarder to arrange a substitute if he cannot carry out his duty.  The Boarding 

Staff should be notified of this change. 

 

MENU 
Chartwells are our catering suppliers. Chartwells coordinates all the Boarders needs in consultation with 

the Director of Boarding. 

 

A monthly menu that provides a varied and well balanced diet is prepared by a nutritionist and is published 

in the boarding precinct. When planning the weekly menu consideration is given not only to the boys’ daily 

dietary requirements but also to their preferences, seasonal availability allowing. A variety of foods from all 

the basic food groups is included and these are prepared in many different styles. We also try and include a 

few treats throughout the term. 

 

Constructive feedback from the boys regarding the menu and each meal is actively encouraged and boys 

are always welcome to discuss new menu ideas with the catering staff. All catering staff actively pursue 

open lines of communication regarding the menu and the quality of the food and while there may be some 

requests we are unable to include; wherever possible we try to accommodate their wishes. 

 

The consumption of junk food before or after meals is considered to be unsatisfactory, and not in the best 

interests of Boarders who require a balanced diet. 
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Breakfast 

Boys are able to choose from a wide variety of cereals served with either full fat or reduced fat milk. They 

may also choose from white or multigrain toast with a variety of spreads.  

Boys have unlimited access to all of the above. 

A hot menu choice is served from the kitchen on Tuesday and Thursday mornings and while this is portion 

controlled by the chef, boys are always welcome to return for seconds when available. 

 

Recess 

Recess will be collected by the Boarders upon the conclusion of breakfast and will be had with the College 

community. Yr12s will have access to the College dining room as part of the privileges afforded to the 

College’s Yr12 cohort. 

 

Lunch 

A variety of cold lunches are offered at lunch time. At times these may be complimented with a hot option 

that will serve as an entree.  

 

Dinner 

A salad bar or vegetable option is complementary to the main course each night and boys may choose to 

add sauce or gravy to their meal depending on their personal tastes and nutritional requirements.  

Dessert is served on Monday and Thursday nights and fresh fruit is always available. 

As with every meal service boys are always welcome to return for seconds when available. 

 

Boys are expected to eat what is served to them, including the normal range of vegetables.  Socially 

acceptable table manners are expected including the proper use of knives, forks and spoons.  Excessive 

noise and unnecessary movement about the dining room is discouraged.  The meal is to be eaten seated.  

No shouting, running or throwing is allowed.  Boarding Staff may send boys from the dining room for 

breaches of proper behaviour. Boarders are not to enter or leave the dining room through kitchen doors. 

 

Breakages of crockery or damage to cutlery or table coverings do happen. However, where carelessness or 

stupidity is deemed to be the cause, the Boarder may be billed for the cost of the replacement. 

 

A suitable standard of dress is to be maintained - no sleeveless football jumpers or other similar tops, 

inappropriate shorts, thongs, etc. 

 

ADDITIONAL FOOD OPTIONS 
The College Canteen is open each school day at Recess and Lunchtime. 
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SECTION TWELVE:  MISCELLANEOUS 

 

HOME CONTACT 
Boarders are expected to keep close contact with family by phone. 

 

TELEPHONES 
Boarding Precinct Duty Office 03 5322 4414 

 

Please note that this is the duty house phone number. During school hours, please email Boarding 

Staff. 

 

Alternatively, for more serious or immediate issues, please call Student Services on  

(03) 5322 4400. 

 

EMAIL 
Email is often the best means of contact. All boarding staff have a College email address. 

Example – Mike Silcock – msilcock@stpats.vic.edu.au 

 

BICYCLES 
A Boarder may bring his bicycle to the College, after receiving approval from Housemasters. 

 

Bicycles are to be stored in the designated space within the Boarding Precinct and the procedures for 

access, use and security must be observed at all times.  Failure to do so may cause the privilege to be 

revoked. 

 

The College will accept no liability for damage or theft. 

 

Should a Boarder wish to leave the property on a bicycle, he should mention this to the person from 

whom he is gaining permission. 

 

When cycling, Boarders are to observe road rules and regulations at all times. Special attention is to 

be given to the use of correct headgear. 

 

Security locks for bicycles are mandatory. 

 

MAIL 
Boarders' mail is sorted by the ERC staff and distributed to the Boarding Precinct by boarding staff. 

 

Packages/parcels will also be treated in the same way. 

 

LOCAL CINEMA  
Arrangements may be made to enable Boarders to view an appropriately rated movie in line with the 

values and vision of the college on a weekend.  The boy’s Housemasters will co-ordinate the 

necessary arrangements. 
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TELEVISION AND FILMS 
Before showing any film, a boarder must have the permission of the Housemasters or Boarding Staff 

Member concerned on each occasion.  Under no circumstances may R Rated films or films that do not 

meet age restrictions be shown. 

 

The College, through the Headmaster or one of his delegates, reserves the right to determine that a 

particular film or TV show is not suitable for the Boarders' viewing, taking into account the varying 

ages and levels of maturity of the Boarders, and therefore may direct that viewing of the program be 

either not permitted or terminated if already in progress. 

 

The following guidelines apply: 

There should be no presumption that what may be considered suitable for one age group is necessarily 

suitable for all.  Where doubt exists the matter will be discussed with the Director, beforehand, if at all 

possible. 

 

 

PERSONAL EQUIPMENT 
Computers, iPads, iPods, etc are allowed within the Boarding Precinct subject to the items 

successfully passing a test and tag. The College will conduct a test and tag certification on all electrical 

items at the commencement of each school year. Items brought into the College between these times 

can only be used if an independent test and tag certification has been obtained. 

 

All care will be taken.  However, personal security must be a constant concern. Parents are 

recommended to investigate insurance on such equipment.  It is considered a serious misdemeanour 

for a Boarder to interfere with another’s property. The College does not have a policy covering the 

damage to or loss of goods belonging to students in boarding. 

 

PERSONAL COMPUTERS 
Whilst it is permissible for Boarders to have their own computers, especially for the purposes of work 

requirements of V.C.E. etc., it cannot be emphasised enough that the College Administration has great 

concerns about security in this area.  Each Boarder has to accept responsibility for his own belongings, 

and whilst every possible care will be taken, damage to and theft from computers have been 

experienced in the paSt Naturally the matter is taken seriously and the police are involved. In the final 

analysis, however, the ultimate responsibility rests upon the owner himself. 

 

Access to Internet guidelines and password security must be applied at all times. 

 

PLAYING OF MUSIC, iPODS, etc. 
These may be played during free time. However, the volume is to be such that it is not upsetting to 

anybody.  If permission is given for them to be played at Study, headphones are to be used and the 

volume is to be such that it cannot be heard by anybody else. 

 

A Boarder may only play music after ‘lights out’ if headphones are worn. 

 
UNACCEPTABLE MATERIAL 

Such items as books, magazines or calendars considered NOT to be of an acceptable standard will be 

confiscated and parents notified. 

 

 
SPECIALIST FACILITIES 

Venues such as the O’Malley Sports Centre and KRC are made available at specified times for use on 

weekends and after school. The appropriate instructions must be followed as laid down for the use of 

such rooms.  
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Please see the relevant sections in this booklet for further details. 

 

Strict adherence to contracts for Computer/Wireless use is necessary.  Any breach will result in severe 

penalties. 

 

BUSES 
The boarding bus is used to transport students to various activities and all due care is to be taken to 

avoid damage and ensure they are left clean.  Care is to be taken that the vehicle is locked when left. 

 

Passengers must remain seated at all times and obey driver/supervisor. 

 

LOCKERS 
Students may choose to use padlocks for individual spaces, wardrobe, etc.  Under no circumstances 

may anyone unscrew locks or hinges from any locker. Lockable drawers are incorporated into the 

joinery in each Boarder’s room. 

 

Interference with any private space which has not been directly assigned to a particular Boarder will 

be considered a serious breach of the privacy of the other individual and a breach of truSt Reference 

has already been made to this totally unacceptable behaviour. 

 

Drawers, wardrobes, etc. are to be maintained in a tidy condition. 

 

MONEY 
Most Boarders will have access to their own bank accounts, bank cards, etc. In the case of younger 

Boarders’ money may be kept by the Housemaster and/or Director of Boarding for distribution at 

appropriate times. 

 

In all cases, however, Boarders are reminded of the dangers of keeping sums of money of any 

significance, as this is always a source of temptation to others. Boarders should not keep in their 

personal possession money other than small change. 

 

No responsibility can be taken for the security of money a Boarder keeps in his possession. 

 

DRIVING LICENCES / MOTOR VEHICLES 
It is accepted that some senior Boarding students may obtain a driving licence during their last year of 

schooling.  The age of a student may vary, dependent on a Boarder’s home state. 

 

The Director of Boarding must be provided with full details of any licence/s held by a Boarder. 

 

A Boarder may, in exceptional circumstances, be assisted in obtaining his licence following a request 

from parents and approval from the Director. 

 

For these circumstances Permission to drive form must be completed and filed with the Director of 

Boarding and Year Level Coordinator. (See Appendix - Permission to Drive Form) 

 

Any request for permission for a Boarder to have a motor vehicle at school is to be negotiated through 

the Director of Boarding by parents and respective boarder. 

 

A Boarder who is approved to have a motor vehicle at the College is strictly bound by the following: 
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* At no time is he permitted to ferry any other Boarder or day student as a passenger in the vehicle, 

unless permission has been granted by both parties parents/guardians. 

* The vehicle keys are to be retained by the Director of Boarding and/or Housemaster at all times when 

the vehicle is not approved for use. 

 

PASSENGERS IN MOTOR VEHICLES 
Boarders are not permitted to ride as passengers in motor vehicles owned or driven by day or 

Boarding students, at any time, nor with any member of staff or other adults not specifically approved 

to transport the Boarder/s. 

 

Where any doubt exists, the Director of Boarding (or Headmaster) must be contacted for approval. 

 

Parents will be required to provide details of all adults authorised by them to transport their son/s from 

time to time.  The Director of Boarding will liaise as necessary where there are any possible concerns. 

  

GUIDELINES FOR EIGHTEEN YEAR-OLDS AND OVER 
College rules are designed for the good of all the students and so compliance is necessary by all.  

Senior Boarders [18 year olds and over] have a responsibility to ensure that proper and mature 

behaviour is exhibited at all times, particularly because of the influence their behaviour and attitudes 

have on the remainder of the boarding community. 

 

LEGAL RESPONSIBILITY 
Persons under the age of 18 are not legally permitted to enter a T.A.B. or licensed premises, nor to 

place a bet or drink alcohol. 

  

As a Boarding community it is a regulation that no alcohol is permitted for any Boarder, no matter 

what his age. This regulation also applies in relation to entry into a licensed premises. 

 

The Trustees of the College are responsible to the parents of all Boarders for the boarders under their 

care. The wishes of all must be taken into account. One policy is formulated and it is then applicable to 

all. 

 

BOARDERS' INVOLVEMENT IN COMPETITIVE SPORT OUTSIDE ST PATRICK'S 
Boarders may be involved in the Rebels programme, external football teams and basketball or cricket 

teams which play on weekdays and / or weekends. It is possible for individuals to obtain permission 

from the Director to play in any competitive sport, provided that the parents' request is given in 

writing, well in advance. All external sports will be coordinated by the Housemasters. All 

transportation will be in keeping with the latest Child Safety protocols, with copies of Working With 

Children Checks kept by the College. 

 

Any serious and/or continuous disruption to study or to the harmonious running of the boarding 

community will necessitate the cancellation of such permission. Additional study sessions will be run 

to ensure the Boarders academic performance is not disadvantaged by their extra curricular 

commitments.  

 

Involvement in other activities, golf, and rowing is welcome, provided the above conditions of fitting 

in with normal routine are followed. 

 

FOOTBALL BOOTS 
These are not to be worn inside the Boarding Precinct building.  After the completion of activities, 

boys are to remove and clean boots thoroughly before storing away in the designated storeroom.  Mud 

should be cleaned from the boots on one of the nearby ovals, not just outside the Boarding Precinct or 

on the nearby lawns. 
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REMOVAL OF PERSONAL ITEMS AT THE END OF TERM 
At the end of each term all surfaces must be cleared of any items. Personal property may be left in 

wardrobes and drawers. 

 

At the end of Term 4, all personal space, drying room areas and laundry areas are to be completely 

cleared of all personal items. 
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SECTION THIRTEEN:  STUDY 

 

One of the main reasons a Boarder would come to St Patrick's College is to enhance his opportunity 

to make best use of individual academic ability.  Hence, it is important for a Boarder to understand 

that being in the boarding community challenges the person to make the most of study opportunities. 

 

The times for study are listed in the day to day schedule in Section Seventeen.  All Boarders study are 

under the supervision of Housemasters and are supported by education university students and 

members of the College’s Yr12 Study Centre tutor team to provide specialist subject attention. 

 

The prescribed study times enable the boys to do their homework, study and reading in an atmosphere 

most conducive to the development of proper study habits.  There are some rules for the conduct of 

the study session and boys should understand these guidelines are for the benefit of all. 

 

There are other opportunities for boys to study outside of the prescribed times.  The KRC is open 

between the hours of 8am and 5.30pm, so ample scope is given to those who wish to do extra. Those 

who miss a study session due to other commitments, i.e. sports training, will be expected to make up 

the time in an additional study session. 

 

Late study may sometimes be approved by the Housemaster for Year 12 and, on some occasions, 

Year 11 students.  However, a close watch is kept so that the health of any Boarder does not 

deteriorate through lack of sufficient sleep. 

 

ABSENCE FROM STUDY 
All Boarders are expected to attend Study Sessions. Those Boarders in teams authorised to train may 

be permitted to be absent, subject to confirmation from the correct authority.  It is expected that time 

lost from study because of sport or other activities will be made up from a Boarder's free time.  

  

Such engagements as Friday Detentions from within the day-school do not release the Boarder from 

the obligation to make up the lost study time. This should be done at some nominated time during the 

weekend. 
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SECTION FOURTEEN:  EMERGENCY EVACUATION PROCEDURES 

 
BOARDING PRECINCT AND ASSOCIATED BUILDINGS 

Evacuation Procedures 
 
ACTION 1: Boarding Precinct 
1. On alarm being sounded all staff and students in boarding residences are to take the following actions: 

a) Staff 
(1) Awaken those asleep as necessary. 

(2) Determine evacuation route out of building. 

(3) Firmly but quietly control movement of all to assembly point and conduct physical head count 

and name check. 

(4) Check building, including storerooms and toilets turning off all electrical appliances. 

(5) Close windows and doors. 

(6) Stick check tape on each door. 

(7) Report to Senior Duty Officer (SDO) with accurate report. 

(8) Carry out any issued instructions. 

(9) Supervise boys until ALL CLEAR. 

 

b) Students 
(1) DO NOT PANIC!! 

(2) Respond immediately to all instructions issued by staff. 

(3) Quietly and quickly walk (or crawl, as necessary) along the designated evacuation route until the 

assembly area is reached.  DO NOT RUN!! 

(4) On arrival at assembly area, quietly line up for accurate head count / name check. 

(5) DO NOT attempt to re-enter any building evacuated. 

(6) Obey all instructions at all times. 

(7) Be aware of any missing boarders and alert staff. 

(8) Remain in assembly area until “ALL CLEAR” is given. 

 

ACTION 2: Boarding Staff Residences 
2. On alarm being sounded, take action as for Paragraph 1a (1-8): 

 “If upstairs evacuation route is cut off for use for any reason, staff are to evacuate building via 

windows and roof line”. 

(a) In event of emergency in other areas, report to Senior Duty Officer. 

(b) Assist with supervision of boarders at assembly area. 

(c) Render first aid. 

(d) Carry out tasks as directed by Senior Duty Officer. 

 

DESIGNATED ASSEMBLY AREA FOR ALL BOARDERS 
Hill Oval 
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SECTION FIFTEEN:  BEHAVIOURAL PYRAMID 

 

 

Incident: 

(May include but not limited to) 

 
Escalation of Levels 1-3 

 

Discretion of Director of Boarding and 

Deputy Headmaster 

 

 

 

 

 

Repetition of Levels 1 and 2 

 

Alcohol, drug or other substance abuse 

 

Theft 

 

Misuse of a vehicle 

 

Physical violence 

 
 
 
 
Repetition of Level 1 
 
Failure to attend study 
 
Misuse of internet 
 
Smoking 
 
Inappropriate behaviour towards  
staff/students (bullying) 
 
Cyber Bullying 
 
Unapproved leave off campus 
 

 

 

 

Return late 

 

Failure to sign in/out 

 

Untidy appearance/room 

 

Poor use of study 

 

Mess in kitchen 

 

Misuse of College property  

(TV) 

 

Inappropriate language 

 

Consequences: 

(May include but not limited to) 

 
Enrolment at the College 

 

Meeting with the Headmaster / Deputy 

Headmaster and Director of Boarding to 

discuss enrolment at the College 

 

Meeting with parents / caregivers to discuss 

ongoing placement at the College 

 

Extension of Level 2 consequence 

 

Counselling 

 

Meeting with Director of Boarding 

 

Suspension 

 

Expulsion 

 

 

 

 

Extension of Level 1 consequence 

 

Meeting with parents / caregivers 

 

Meeting with Director of Boarding 

 

Saturday morning detention 

 

 

 

 

 

Warning 

 

Early bed 

 

Grounding (length applicable to incident) 

 

Registered meetings 

 

Dining room/house duties 

 

The behaviours described above are 
not an exhaustive list and behaviour 
deemed unacceptable by the 
Boarding staff will be followed up 
and consequences applied using the 
behavioural pyramid 
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SECTION SIXTEEN:  SCHOOL CONDUCT POLICY 

 

The College Conduct Policy is available to all students and is binding on all students.  However, 

special mention is made here of the following; 

 

SMOKING, ALCOHOL, DRUGS  
Possession, use or distribution of any or all of these is considered non-negotiable misbehaviour and 

will be treated most seriously by the College authority. 

 

The College Board declared St Patrick’s College a Smoke-free Area from the commencement of 

1993.  All who are on the premises are expected to abide by this regulation.  It can be expected that 

there will be penalties for the Boarders’ abuse of such a regulation. Continued disregard for this 

regulation must bring into question the boy’s desire to continue as a Boarder. 

 

It is to be noted that it is now illegal for anyone under the age of 18 to purchase cigarettes.  This law 

should prohibit almost all our Boarders from making such purchases. 

 

The consuming of alcohol and/or the visiting of licensed premises is not permitted to any Boarder 

whilst he is in the direct care of the College. Penalties for those Boarders who disobey in this regard 

will be consistent with the gravity of the situation. This breach of confidence is to be considered most 

serious, and penalties will be given by the Director and/or the Headmaster. Parents will be notified of 

this misdemeanour. Repetition of such an offence could well jeopardise the boy's status as a Boarder. 

 

Any use of, possession of, or distribution of illegal drugs will be dealt with directly by the 

Headmaster, in consultation with the Director of Boarding and Deputy Headmaster - Wellbeing who 

will regard the matter as most serious. The Headmaster may have no alternative but to refer the matter 

to the Police. (See Appendix – Drug Policy) 

 

All Staff are encouraged to be especially vigilant in the areas mentioned above. Experience shows us 

that abuses in any or all of these areas, lead not only to a general lowering of tone within the boarding 

community, but also serve to work forcefully against the good spirit within the group. Peer pressure 

plays a dominant part in these areas and, once a negative activity is allowed to be present, many 

otherwise, innocent individuals are dragged into habits they will live to regret. 

 

OTHER 
The stealing and/or damaging of another Boarder's money or property is likewise regarded as an 

action completely out of order within the close and necessarily trusting atmosphere of the boarding 

community. All are to take the necessary steps to ensure that their lockers etc. are secure. However, 

the responsibility is on all to make sure that honesty is a dominant virtue within the group. Thieving 

and vandalism are completely unacceptable. 

 

AUTHORISED SEARCH 
Boarders and their parents/guardians acknowledge that the Director of Boarding and/or the 

Headmaster are entitled to authorise any person/persons on the College’s behalf to have the right to 

enter any room and to search any lockable spaces upon such notice as the Director of Boarding 

considers reasonable.  

 

All Boarders accept that a condition of their right to reside at the College is that they must cooperate 

and comply with any request by the Director of Boarding or any person acting under his authority to 

assist with any request made under this provision.  
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The Headmaster, if he deems it appropriate may authorise such person as a member of Police force, 

ambulance or other such member of an external organisation in respect to this authority. It will in most 

circumstances be the policy of the College to have two persons present when taking action as 

authorised under this provision.   
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SECTION SEVENTEEN:  BOARDERS' SCHEDULE    

 

 
Daily Routine 

 MON - FRI Saturday Sunday 

Rise 7:30am from 9:00am from 9:00am 

Showers 7:15 – 7:45am 

Breakfast 7:45 – 8:30am from 9:00am from 9:00am 

School 8:45am   

Mass   5:00pm 

Lunch 12:25pm (1:10pm) Brunch 10:30am – 

12.30pm 

12:00pm 

School 1:55pm   

Free (Activities) 3:30 – 5:00pm All day until 9:30pm All day until 4:30pm 

All years Study 5:15 – 6:00pm   

Dinner 6:00pm 6:00pm 6:15pm 

Yr 7 and 8 Study 6:45 – 7:30pm  6:45 – 7:30pm 

Yr 9 and 10 Study 6:45 – 8:00pm  6:45 – 8:00pm 

Yr 11 and 12 Study 6:45 – 8:15pm  6:45 – 8:15pm 

Yr 7 and 8 Gym 7:30 – 8:30pm  7:30 – 8:30pm 

Yr 9 and 10 Gym 8:00 – 9:00pm  8:00 – 9:00pm 

Yr 11 and 12 Gym 8:30 – 9:30pm  8:30 – 9:30pm 

    

 
 

PREPARATION FOR BED 
Boarders are to organise themselves so that they have brushed teeth and are in bed fifteen (15) minutes 

before ‘lights out’.  No Boarder should need to be reminded of evening requirements. 

 

LIGHTS OUT 
The usual time for lights out will normally be no later than 

Years 7 & 8  -  9:30pm  

Years 9 & 10   -  10:00pm 

Year 11 & 12  -   10:30pm 

 

Housemasters may vary these timings where considered necessary. 
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SECTION EIGHTEEN:  COLLEGE SCHEDULE    

 

 

 

TEACHING TIMES 
 

Tuesdays (Day 2 & 7) Time All other days Time 

Warning bell 8:45am Warning bell 8:45am 

Locker time 8:50 – 8:55 Locker time 8:45 - 8:50  

Session 1 8:55 – 9:35 Session 1 (Pastoral Care)  8:50 – 9:00 

Session 2 9:35 – 10:15 Session 2 9:00 – 9:45 

Session 3, Assembly/Pastoral Care 10:15 – 10:55 Session 3 9:45 – 10:30 

Recess 10:55 – 11:15 Recess 10:30 – 10:50 

Session 4 11:20 – 12:00 Session 4 10:55 – 11:40 

Session 5 12:00 – 12:40 Session 5 11:40 – 12:25 

Session 6: Senior/Middle Schools classes 

Junior School Lunch 

12:40 – 1:20 Session 6: Senior/Middle Schools classes 

Junior School Lunch 

12:25 – 1:10 

Session 7: Junior School classes 

Middle/Senior Schools Lunch 

1:20 – 2:00 Session 7: Junior School classes 

Middle/Senior Schools Lunch 

1:10 – 1:55 

Session 8 2:05 – 2:45 Session 8 1:55 – 2:40 

Session 9 2:45 – 3:25 Session 9 2:40 – 3:25 
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SECTION NINETEEN:  COLLEGE MAP   
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Appendix:  STUDENT LEADERSHIP 

 

CAPTAIN OF BOARDING 

St Patrick’s College values Student Leadership. We encourage students to strive to be the best they can be 

to follow in the footsteps of Blessed Edmund Rice. To be the Captain of Boarding is a privilege, one that 

takes dedication and commitment.  

 

Job Summary 

 

The Captain of Boarding is selected from Year 12 students and is seen to be a student who relates well 

to younger students, providing advice, support and care as needed. This role must balance with academic 

and co-curricular commitments. 

 

Duties & Responsibilities 

 

The duties of the Captain of Boarding are to: 

 Be a role model through his application to all College-wide endeavours, adherence to College 

expectations and advocacy of Boarding. 

 Be a leader who reflects the Charism of Blessed Edmund Rice by being caring, supportive and 

active in his Christian witness. 

 Be aware that his conduct out of College reflects on his role, the College and broader Community. 

 Be a strong supporter, organiser and participator in Boarding Social Justice initiatives. 

 Be a strong supporter, organiser and encourager for Boarder participation in the co-curricular life 

of the College. 

 Be actively involved in the Boarding Precinct by: 

o Helping support Boarding Staff during Supervised Study, Evening Routines and Free Time; 

o Supporting Boarders when they are struggling and pass on any relevant information to the 

Boarding Staff; 

o Ensuring Boarders attend to their Boarding duties; 

o Assisting and supporting Boarders to prepare for each College day. 

 Actively support the Boarders and Boarding Staff, particularly those new to the College. 

 Be involved in the organisation and running of Boarding Weekend Activities and events such as 

‘Bring A Friend To Boarding’. 

 Be prepared to represent the College at Community Events as required. 

 Be involved in key Boarding Events such as our termly Community Mass & Dinners; 

 Be present at important events at the College to welcome visitors or present information (Boarding 

promotions, etc.) 

 Chair relevant Boarding Committees including, but not restricted to, Boarders’ Council and Food 

Committee 

 Assist with the coordination of the Monday Night Guest Speaker Program 

 

 

This list is not exhaustive and other duties or responsibilities may be added at the discretion of the Director 

of Boarding and Boarding Staff. 
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BOARDING PREFECT 

St Patrick’s College values Student Leadership. We encourage students to strive to be the best they can be 

to follow in the footsteps of Blessed Edmund Rice. To be a Boarding Prefect is a privilege, one that takes 

dedication and commitment.  

 

Job Summary 

 

The Boarding Prefect is selected from Year 11 students and is seen to be a student who relates well to 

younger students, providing advice, support and care as needed. This role must balance with academic and 

co-curricular commitments. 

 

Duties & Responsibilities 

 

The duties of the Boarding Prefect are to: 

 Be a role model through his application to all College-wide endeavours, adherence to College 

expectations and advocacy of Boarding. 

 Be a leader who reflects the Charism of Blessed Edmund Rice by being caring, supportive and 

active in his Christian witness. 

 Be aware that his conduct out of College reflects on his role, the College and broader Community. 

 Be a strong supporter and participator in Boarding Social Justice initiatives. 

 Be a strong supporter and encourage Boarder participation in the co-curricular life of the College. 

 Be actively involved in the Boarding Precinct by: 

o Helping support Boarding Staff during Supervised Study, Evening Routines and Free Time; 

o Supporting Boarders when they are struggling and pass on any relevant information to the 

Boarding Staff; 

o Ensuring Boarders attend to their Boarding duties; 

o Assisting and supporting Boarders to prepare for each College day. 

 Actively support the Boarders and Boarding Staff, particularly those new to the College. 

 Be involved in the organisation and running of Boarding Weekend Activities and events such as 

‘Bring A Friend To Boarding’. 

 Be prepared to represent the College at Community Events as required. 

 Be involved in key Boarding Events such as our termly Community Mass & Dinners; 

 Be present at important events at the College to welcome visitors or present information (Boarding 

promotions, etc.) 
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Appendix:  CONDITIONS OF LEAVE 

 

Conditions of Leave 

1. All Approved Leave is subject to the College’s discretion and ultimate approval. 

2. Parents/Guardians understand that contact information will be shared with Leave Host/s as part of 

the due process of Approved Weekend Leave. 

3. Approved Weekend Leave is stored and monitored through the REACH program. This will be 

subject to constant checks to ensure that the Leave process is conducted properly to maintain the 

wellbeing of each boarder. 

4. Contact will be made by the Weekend Housemaster to non-family Approved Leave Host/s, prior to 

the boarders’ departure and arrival. Contact will also be made to the Approved Host/s, during the 

boarders’ non-family, Approved Leave to ensure the continued wellbeing of the boarder/s. 

5. Any changes in location from the Approved Weekend Leave must be communicated and approved 

by the Director of Boarding, Senior Housemaster and the Parents/Guardians of the Boarder. 

6. Any changes in time from the Approved Weekend Leave must be communicated and approved by 

the Director of Boarding, Senior Housemaster and the Parents/Guardians of the Boarder. 

7. All Boarders are expected to return from Approved Weekend Leave by 4pm on Sunday unless 

previously approved so as to attend Mass as part of the Boarding Community. 

8. No alcohol should be consumed by any boarder, regardless of his age. 

9. The following, as indicated in the Boarding Community Handbook; 

The College Conduct Policy is binding on all students.  However, special mention is made here of 

the following:  

- SMOKING, ALCOHOL, DRUGS Possession, use or distribution of any or all of these is 

considered non-negotiable misbehaviour and will be treated most seriously by the College.  

- The College Board declared St Patrick’s College a Smoke-free Area from the commencement 

of 1993.  All who are on the premises are expected to abide by this regulation.  It can be 

expected that there will be penalties for the boarders’ abuse of such a regulation. 

- It is to be noted that it is now illegal for anyone under the age of 18 to purchase cigarettes.  

This law should prohibit almost all our boarders from making such purchases.  

- The consuming of alcohol and/or the visiting of licensed premises is not permitted to any 

boarder whilst he is in the direct care of the College. Penalties for those boarders who disobey 

in this regard will be consistent with the gravity of the situation. This breach of confidence is to 

be considered most serious, and penalties will be given after careful consideration by the 

Director of Boarding, Deputy Headmaster (Wellbeing) and the Headmaster. Parents will be 

notified of this misdemeanor. Repetition of such an offence could well jeopardise the student's 

status as a boarder.  

- Any use of, possession of, or distribution of illegal drugs will be dealt with directly by the 

Headmaster, in consultation with the Director of Boarding and Deputy Headmaster (Wellbeing) 

who will regard the matter as most serious. The Headmaster may have no alternative but to 

refer the matter to the Police.   
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